The people are now actively building a Community Task Force for Quality Education, a broad coalition to reach out to community, parent, teachers and churches. It is essential to unite all who are committed to mobilize the broadest number of people behind our genuine demands and to counter the divide-and-rule tactics of the School Board. The task is to build even broader support on campus and in the community, expose every tactic and trick of the School Board and do the necessary investigation and planning to best fight for and win the just demands.

Since the action, members of CARE and RYL have distributed hundreds and hundreds of "Wanted" posters, with pictures of School Board members and a list of their "crimes" against children and students. Posters are being put up throughout the community, and it is clear that the feeling to move on the issue is building. Students and the community are already turning to RYL and CARE for leadership, and together they are preparing for the next major action. Through unity, they will fight until they win the quality education that is rightfully theirs!

STOP THE CUTS. STAND AND FIGHT! QUALITY EDUCATION IS OUR RIGHT!